ABOUT US

The purpose of this site is not to introduce the whole history of Iran. Iran has more than 7000 years old civilization during which it has more than any country or culture produced literature, philosophy, art, architecture, different filed of sciences such as medicine, mathematics, astronomy, chemistry etc. and also today Iranians are around the world actively contributing to the international community in different fields of sciences, business etc.

In this site we try to provide a mainframe of few significant historical and cultural aspects of the Iranian Civilization that have tremendously and positively influenced the entire world. In addition, introducing of few achievements of Iranians in the past and today are shortly referred to, only as some examples.

This site is an independent site without any political, ethnical, religious or other affiliation or relationship to any one.

We respect good values that are based on:

Good Thoughts - Good Words - Good Deeds
پندارنیک - گفتارنیک - کردارنیک
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